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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a baseline approach and an experimental proto-
col for a specific content verification problem: detecting discrepan-
cies between the audio and video modalities in multimedia content.
We first design and optimize an audio-visual scene classifier, to
compare with existing classification baselines that use both modali-
ties. Then, by applying this classifier separately to the audio and
the visual modality, we can detect scene-class inconsistencies be-
tween them. To facilitate further research and provide a common
evaluation platform, we introduce an experimental protocol and a
benchmark dataset simulating such inconsistencies. Our approach
achieves state-of-the-art results in scene classification and promis-
ing outcomes in audio-visual discrepancies detection, highlighting
its potential in content verification applications.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→Multimedia information systems; •
Computing methodologies → Machine learning; Computer
vision; • Hardware → Digital signal processing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Digital disinformation, the intentional dissemination of false or
misleading information through digital media, encompasses vari-
ous deceptive tactics, including fabricated news, tampered images,
manipulated videos, and misleading narratives. Professionals across
fields, such as journalists, security experts, and emergency manage-
ment officers, are increasingly concerned about discerning genuine
content from manipulated material. In response, AI-based content
verification tools and integrated toolboxes like [19] have emerged
to assess the authenticity and integrity of digital content. While
manual verification is labor-intensive, such support tools driven by
machine learning offer scalable solutions, allowing rapid multime-
dia analysis and aiding in prioritizing human effort.

In audio editing, incorporating the soundscape of an acoustic
scene has become standard practice. This soundscape addition
serves two main purposes: first, it helps to mask editing points,
seamlessly blending different audio segments; second, it enhances
immersion, providing viewers with a more engaging auditory ex-
perience. For instance, in the context of news broadcasts or docu-
mentary filmmaking, audio soundscapes are often captured at the
event being depicted in the video.

However, when malicious users attempt to manipulate multi-
media content, they are unlikely to have access to authentic audio
soundscapes from the actual events. Instead, they may resort to
using pre-existing ambient sounds, which may not align with the
visual content they are manipulating. As a result, the manipulated
content produced by malicious users could contain inconsisten-
cies between the audio and video modalities. These inconsistencies
could range from subtle discrepancies in background noise to more
obvious mismatches in environmental cues, leading to a loss of the
video’s credibility.

While detecting AI-generated fabrications has garnered atten-
tion, identifying subtle but crucial disparities in audio-visual streams
remains unexplored. Content verification often overlooks inconsis-
tencies between different modalities, such as between the audio and
visual components of video. Such disparities, whether it is an audio
track incongruous with the visual scene, or the presence of con-
flicting environmental cues, may signal that an incoming video has
been fabricated. While certain instances of audio-visual mismatches
identified by our algorithm may be easily perceptible to human
observers, our proposed method proves particularly valuable in
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automatically processing extensive raw video corpora, providing
discerning insights into potential tampering occurrences.

Our proposed baseline method adapts visual- and audio-scene
classification techniques to detect such discrepancies, as depicted
in Fig. 1. Another key contribution of this paper is the introduction
of an experimental protocol and a benchmark dataset tailored to
this task. We freely provide this dataset, as well as the source code
of the proposed baseline method to serve as a valuable resource for
the scientific community, promoting further advancements in the
field of content verification.

Figure 1: The overall procedure employed in this paper. The
red blocks represent the ensemble of visual embeddings
(three blank rectangles inside). The blue blocks represent
the ensemble of audio embeddings (three blank rectangles
inside).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides
an overview of relevant work in audio and visual scene classifica-
tion and methods related to visual-audio discrepancies detection.
Section 3 presents the process of generating our benchmark dataset
and its key attributes. Section 4 describes our methodology for
detecting discrepancies using audio and visual scene classifiers and
the proposed aggregation scheme. Section 5 details our experiments
on scene classification, visual-audio discrepancies detection, and
a short ablation study for our proposed classifier, followed by our
conclusions in Section 6.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Acoustic Scene Classification
Acoustic Scene Classification (ASC) is an audio tagging task in
which an audio recording is classified into a semantic scene cate-
gory based on the location of the recording. While acoustic scenes
are often characterized by some unique sound events (such as car
and truck sounds in the acoustic scene “street traffic”), some groups
of scene classes share many types of sounds (such as the scene
classes “pedestrian street” and “public square”), making their classi-
fication often challenging and ambiguous. The annual Detection
and Classification of Acoustic Scenes and Events (DCASE) chal-
lenges and workshops have strongly stimulated research in the
field of ASC over the last 10 years.

Early ASC methods combined traditional feature representations
such as Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and classi-
fication approaches such as Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) or
Support Vector Machines (SVM). The current state-of-the-art mod-
els are instead based on deep neural network architectures such
as convolutional neural networks or ResNets, and process audio
data represented either as raw audio samples or as time-frequency
representations such as Mel-spectrograms [21]. In contrast to the
sound event detection (SED) task, where sounds need to be localized
in time, ASC models usually have a final pooling layer to obtain
a time-aggregated classification result. Two of the most current
research trends in the field of ASC are the development of domain
adaptation methods to cope with microphone mismatch scenarios
[6, 12, 15] and the design of resource-efficient deep neural network
architectures, which enable the deployment of ASC algorithms on
mobile devices and hearables [13]. An extensive literature survey
on ASC was published in [1].

2.2 Visual Scene Classification
Visual Scene Classification (VSC) categorizes images or videos into
predefined scene classes based on visual content, often relying
on image classification techniques. Deep learning has revolution-
ized image classification by automatically learning complex fea-
tures from data. Influential architectures like Residual Network
(ResNet) [9], DenseNet [11], and EfficientNet [18] optimize model
depth, width, and resolution. More recently, vision transformers [5]
have built upon the idea of adapting the transformer architecture,
originally designed for natural language processing tasks, to the
field of image classification. The image is broken into fixed-size
patches and treated as tokens, enabling the application of self-
attention mechanisms. It has gained significant attention for its
competitive performance on various benchmark datasets. Finally,
contrastive language-image models aim to learn joint representa-
tions of textual and visual data. These models align image and text
representations in a shared latent space, bringing similar image-
text pairs closer while pushing dissimilar ones apart. One notable
example is CLIP (Contrastive Language-Image Pre-training) [16],
which has been successfully used for zero-shot and few-shot image
classification, without explicit task-specific training as in [22].

Most of the discussed architectures have readily available pre-
trained models on large image classification datasets like ImageNet
and Places365. Places365 is particularly noteworthy, as it is exten-
sively utilized in scene classification research. This dataset provides
a rich and diverse assortment of images depicting various indoor
and outdoor scenes from across the world. Each image is labeled
with a specific scene category, such as natural landscapes, urban
environments, interiors, and outdoor spaces. In total, the dataset
includes 365 scene categories and comprises 1.8 million images.

2.3 Visual-audio discrepancies detection
To our knowledge, the sole existing work addressing similar con-
cerns is the [3] study, which dedicates a section to detecting scene
discrepancies between audio and visual streams. However, their
approach involves the independent design of audio and visual scene
detectors, lacking evaluation on a standardized benchmark dataset.
Furthermore, the evaluation relies on synthetic media constructed
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from video items of a publicly available dataset, forming a very
limited testing set size (100 videos) and an undisclosed evaluation
protocol. Additionally, the study focuses on a binary classification
of audio-visual scenes, categorizing them as either “outdoors” or
“indoors”. A closely related work to this domain is Task 1B of the
DCASE 2021’s challenge which involves categorizing videos based
on their audio and visual content. Participants in this challenge
are required to develop and evaluate systems that can jointly ana-
lyze audio and visual information to determine the type of scene
depicted in multimedia recordings. The performance of participat-
ing systems is evaluated based on classification accuracy on the
provided TAU Urban Acoustic Scenes 2020 Mobile challenge [24]
dataset - from now on we will refer to this dataset simply as TAU.

The top-performingmethod of DCASE 2021 Task 1B, as discussed
in [23], leverages transfer learning and a hybrid fusion strategy. Its
authors employ pre-trained deep neural networks for extracting
both audio and visual features from videos. These features are
combined using a hybrid fusion strategy, encompassing both early
fusion (combining features before classification) and late fusion
(combining classification results from separate audio and visual
models).

3 DATASET AND EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
3.1 Original scene classification dataset
The TAU dataset focuses on Audio-Visual Scene Classification
(AVSC), featuring audio and video recordings from various urban
locations. It includes 10 urban acoustic scene classes: “bus”, “metro”,
“street pedestrian”, “public square”, “street traffic”, “tram”, “park”,
“airport”, “shopping mall”, and “metro station”. Each class has audio
and video recordings. Audio is in mono, 48 kHz, 24-bit WAV format,
while video is synchronized MP4 clips at 25 fps, with resolutions
ranging from 480p to 1080p. The dataset is divided into Develop-
ment and Evaluation sets. The Development set consists of 12,291
one-shot videos (i.e., a single continuous video shot, without any
cuts, edits, or interruptions), each 10 seconds long, divided into
training and testing portions. The Evaluation set contains 72,000
videos, each lasting 2 seconds. Annotations for the Evaluation set
are withheld and were managed by DCASE2021 organizers solely
for challenge participants.

3.2 Proposed visual-audio discrepancies
experimental protocol

We introduce the Visual-Audio Discrepancy Detection (VADD) ex-
perimental protocol, curated to facilitate research in detecting dis-
crepancies between visual and audio streams in videos. The dataset
includes a subset of videos in which the visual content portrays
one class (e.g., an outdoor scenery), while the accompanying audio
track is sourced from a different class (e.g., the sound of an indoor
environment). Aiming to leverage the wealth of visual and auditory
data already available in the already existing TAU dataset, addition-
ally expediting the data collection process, our VADD experimental
protocol and dataset is created by re-purposing data and providing
annotations for the TAU dataset. Specifically, we swap the audio
and video streams for half of the videos in the TAU dataset, to
create “manipulated” samples while keeping the rest of the videos
unchanged to have “unmodified” samples. We ensured balanced

Table 1: Class-wise Distribution of Unmodifiedand Manipu-
lated Samples in the VADD dataset

Class Total Unmodified(%) Manipulated (%)
airport 281 141 (50.18%) 140 (49.82%)
bus 327 164 (50.15%) 163 (49.85%)
metro 360 180 (50.00%) 180 (50.00%)
metro station 386 193 (50.00%) 193 (50.00%)
park 386 193 (50.00%) 193 (50.00%)
public square 387 194 (50.13%) 193 (49.87%)
shopping mall 387 194 (50.13%) 193 (49.87%)
street pedestrian 421 211 (50.12%) 210 (49.88%)
street traffic 402 201 (50.00%) 201 (50.00%)
tram 308 154 (50.00%) 154 (50.00%)

3645 1825 (50.07%) 1820 (49.93%)

sets of unmodifiedand manipulated samples through the following
process (see Table 1 for the resulting distribution of samples across
classes):

(1) Randomly select half of each class’s samples for inclusion
in the “unmodified” set, and put the remaining half in a
“bucket”;

(2) Randomly select from the bucket two items belonging to
different classes, mutually swap their audio streams so that
two new audio-visual samples are generated, and add them
to the “manipulated” set;

(3) Repeat step 2 until all items left in the bucket belong to the
same class;

(4) Finally, add these remaining items to the “unmodified” set.
We introduce a 3-class version of our dataset, derived from the

original 10-class dataset, motivated by the need to provide two
levels of difficulty. This 3-class taxonomy aligns with the “Low-
Complexity Acoustic Scene Classification” sub-task of the “Acous-
tic scene classification” challenge, a simplification of the acoustic
scene classification task, where the 10 acoustic scene classes are
mapped to three classes: indoor, outdoor, and vehicle. In this 3-class
variant of VADD, videos are categorized into higher-level scene
classes, simplifying the task by condensing the number of poten-
tial discrepancies. Conversely, the 10-class variant offers a more
intricate challenge, reflecting the diversity of discrepancies in more
realistic scenarios.

The goal of our dataset is to enable the evaluation of meth-
ods that can detect discrepancies between the visual and audio
streams. To assess the effectiveness of such methods in identifying
manipulated samples from the VADD dataset, we propose using
the F1-score of Precision and Recall. We provide this dataset in
our GitHub repository1, i.e. the list of TAU’s videos that belong to
the unmodifiedsamples set of the VADD dataset, and the tuples of
TAU’s videos for which the audio should be swapped to create the
set of manipulated videos.

4 PROPOSED METHOD
We have developed a methodology for detecting discrepancies be-
tween audio and visual elements in video content. Initially, we train

1https://github.com/IDT-ITI/Visual-Audio-Discrepancy-Detection
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a robust joint audio-visual classifier specifically designed for scene
classification tasks, utilizing both audio and visual modalities. This
training utilizes the training portion of the development set from
the TAU dataset. Subsequently, the performance of the joint clas-
sifier is evaluated on the test portion of the development set from
the TAU dataset to ensure its efficacy in scene classification tasks.
Following the selection of the architecture and the evaluation of the
scene classifier’s effectiveness, we retrain separate classifiers for
each modality. These classifiers are intended for use individually
on the audio and visual streams of videos, enabling them to identify
discrepancies within the audio-visual content. Finally, we assess
the performance of these separate classifiers by applying them
to the VADD dataset to measure their effectiveness in detecting
inconsistencies between audio and visual elements.

4.1 Visual scene representations
We follow a transfer learning approach for the analysis of the visual
content of videos. Recognizing the quality of models pre-trained on
large-scale datasets, we leverage their power to extract features that
capture semantically meaningful information from input images.
Initially, we experimented with several pre-trained models, includ-
ing wide ResNet and DenseNet trained on the Places365 dataset, as
well as an EfficientNetV2 trained on the ImageNet dataset. Aiming
for a rich representation of visual information, we selected three
diverse models (i.e., different network architectures pre-trained on
different datasets), which are detailed in the following.

(1) ViT embeddings: We reviewed available pre-trained models
and opted for the ViT_H_14 vision transformer architec-
ture from PyTorch’s Torchvision, featuring a 14x14 input
patch size. We utilized the “IMAGENET1K_SWAG_E2E_V1”
weights, achieving a top-1 classification accuracy of 98.694%.
We extracted activations from the penultimate layer, result-
ing in a 1000-dimensional embedding vector.

(2) CLIP embeddings: We utilized OpenAI’s CLIP architecture,
which can comprehend both images and text simultaneously.
Specifically, we employed the “ViT-H/14” architecture with
“laion2b_s32b_b79k” model weights, achieving an accuracy
of 78.0% on LAION-2B. The resulting image encoding is a
1024-dimensional vector.

(3) ResNet embeddings: Among the various models pre-trained
on the Places365 dataset available2, we selected the ResNet50
with a top-1 error rate of 44.82%. Once again, we utilized
activations from the penultimate layer, resulting in a 2048-
dimensional embedding vector.

4.2 Audio scene representations
Similar to the visual analysis, we employ a transfer learning ap-
proach for the analysis of the audio stream. Following the method-
ology outlined in [2], we explore different deep audio embeddings
(DAEs) as audio feature representations, derived from DNN models
pre-trained on large-scale datasets like AudioSet [7], which covers
over 2 million weakly labeled audio files across 527 sound classes.

2https://github.com/CSAILVision/places365

(1) OpenL3 embeddings [4]: Trained in a self-supervised fash-
ion using an audio-visual correlation criterion during train-
ing, OpenL3 embeddings utilize separate audio and video
networks, combined via fusion layers. The audio network,
utilized for computing OpenL3 embeddings, consists of four
convolutional layers with intermediate max-pooling opera-
tions. In this work, we use the "music" configuration, con-
verting a Mel spectrogram with 256 Mel bands into 512-
dimensional embedding vectors with a feature rate of 42
Hz.

(2) PANN: The Pre-trained Audio Neural Network (PANN) [14]
embeddings are based on a CNN architecture with 12 convo-
lutional layers and two dense layers. As input, the “Wavegram-
Logmel-CNN” model processes both raw audio samples and
a Mel spectrogram with 64 bands. The model incorporates
temporal aggregation using maximum and average pooling,
resulting in 512-dimensional embedding vectors at a feature
rate of 1 Hz.

(3) IOV: As a third audio representation, we obtain embeddings
from a ResNet model, which has been trained for the task of
indoor-outdoor-vehicle classification.We adopt the “CNN420”
model from [8], which combines a convolutional block with
four residual blocks. Intermediate dropout with a rate of
0.1 and batch normalization is used in all blocks. After the
residual blocks, average pooling is applied to aggregate fea-
ture maps, with the output of the pooling layer serving as
embeddings.

4.3 Combining modalities
For aggregating the three visual embeddings and three audio em-
beddings to classify the scene of an input video, we utilize a neural
network architecture. Our approach involves concatenating these
embeddings and applying a self-attention mechanism, followed
by two Fully Connected (FC) layers. To prevent overfitting and
enhance generalization, we include a dropout layer between the
two FC layers. This straightforward architecture is illustrated in
Fig. 2.

Figure 2: The architecture of the employed audio-visual scene
classifier.

Attention [20], in the context of deep learning, is a mecha-
nism most commonly associated with transformer architectures;
attention-based architectures have proven to be a powerful tool
for both vision [17] and audio [10] tasks. Unlike standard attention
techniques, self-attention operates within a single sequence, cap-
turing dependencies between elements within the same sequence.
It allows a model to weigh the importance of different elements

https://github.com/CSAILVision/places365
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within a sequence while processing that sequence. In the context
of our scene classification classifier, self-attention mechanisms are
leveraged to emphasize the importance of certain parts of the dif-
ferent input embeddings, whether they are visual features from
images or audio features from sound clips.

For the visual component, we sample the middle frame of each
second in a video. Given that all videos in our training dataset
are 10 seconds long, this results in 10 embeddings per video. For
training purposes, we use all 10 instances of embeddings derived
from the same video, all of which carry the same label. In the case
of audio embeddings, we employ an averaging technique to cre-
ate a single feature vector for each embedding for each second,
ensuring alignment between visual and audio feature vectors. Dur-
ing the evaluation, we forward all 10 instances of the same video
through our classifier and employ a voting scheme to infer a final
classification for the video.

To enrich the training dataset and reduce training time, we em-
ploy data augmentation techniques while separating feature extrac-
tion and classification stages. We pre-compute embeddings from
pre-trained models as input features for our scene classifier, signifi-
cantly reducing training time. Data augmentation involves creating
a duplicate training set and applying synthetic transformations
only to the second half. These transformations include horizontal
flips, random brightness and contrast adjustments, and rotation.

5 EXPERIMENTS
Regarding the training procedure, we use a batch size of 32, as
an effective balance between computational efficiency and con-
vergence speed. We used the PyTorch machine learning library
(version 1.13) and the Torchvision package utilized for accessing
pre-trained models. We employ a standard stochastic gradient de-
scent (SGD) optimizer for optimization. Learning rate scheduling is
implemented, starting with a higher rate of 0.001 in the first epoch
to swiftly capture prominent features. Subsequently, the rate is
linearly reduced to 0.00001 by the 19th epoch to encourage meticu-
lous fine-tuning. Training occurs over 20 epochs, as experiments
showed that the loss plateaus before the 20th epoch. We selected
the model snapshot from the 20th epoch and evaluated its accuracy
on the test partition of the TAU dataset’s developmental portion.
We select the model snapshot from the 20th epoch and evaluate its
accuracy on the test partition of the TAU dataset’s developmental
portion. All experiments are performed on a PC equipped with an
Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU.

5.1 Comparison with SoA on scene classification
We first evaluate our (joint visual-audio) scene classifier on the test
portion of the development set of the TAU dataset to compare it
with [23], which achieved the highest performance in the DCASE
2021 audio-visual scene classification task. Our method achieves
97.24% accuracy compared to the best score of 95.1% reported in
[23], therefore it is clear that our method is superior, which is
due to the use of modern features and, as shown in the ablation
study sub-section, below, the well-chosen placing of self-attention
mechanisms in our classifier architecture.

5.2 Visual-audio discrepancies detection
After confirming the effectiveness of our multimodal model in scene
classification using the TAU dataset, we proceed to apply separate
visual and audio classifiers to detect discrepancies in the VADD
dataset. We train distinct classifiers for each modality and use them
to detect the manipulated videos of the VADD dataset. The evalua-
tion of the separate classifiers on the VADD dataset, both for the
3-class and 10-class variants, is included in Table 2. We observe that
the audio scene and visual scene classifiers achieve near-perfect per-
formance in the 3-class variant of VADD dataset. This high accuracy
suggests that our classifiers can effectively discern the intended
scenes within the multimedia content. Consequently, when our
model detects a discrepancy between the audio and visual scenes, it
indicates a high likelihood of actual inconsistencies in the analyzed
media item, minimizing the risk of false positives.

Table 2: Evaluation of the proposed visual-audio (VASC), vi-
sual (VSC), and audio (ASC) scene classifiers on the TAU
dataset, for the 3-class and 10-class variants.

Approach
Accuracy (%) on
TAU using the
3-class variant

Accuracy (%) on
TAU using the
10-class variant

VASC 99.95 97.24
ASC 99.84 78.84
VSC 99.93 94.32

Figure 3: Confusion Matrix for our visual-audio scene classi-
fier on the 10-class variant of the VADD dataset.

We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed baseline method
for detecting visual-audio discrepancies on the VADD dataset, with
the findings being reported in Table 3. Our assessment reveals
notable differences between the 3-class and 10-class variants. The
3-class variant demonstrates higher accuracy, achieving an F1-score
of 95.54%. This outcome is expected due to the reduced class com-
plexity. However, it’s crucial to include the 10-class variant for a
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more realistic and challenging evaluation, reflecting the complexi-
ties of real-world multimedia content. When applied to the 10-class
variant, the baseline method achieves a lower F1-score of 79.16%.
Figure 3 displays the confusion matrix for our visual-audio scene
classifier on the 10-class variant of the VADD dataset, where the
x-axis represents the predicted labels and the y-axis represents the
true labels. A brief analysis of the results using confusion matri-
ces showed that our classifier exhibited confusion between “tram”
and “bus”, “public square” and “street pedestrian”, as well as “air-
ports" and “metro station” class tuples, contributing to the lower
performance of our method in the 10-class variant of the problem.
Researchers can leverage both variants to evaluate their detection
methods across different complexity levels.

Table 3: Comparison of the proposed baseline method on the
VADD dataset.

VADD dataset variant
used

F1-score (%) of
the proposed

method
3-class VADD 95.54
10-class VADD 79.16

5.3 Ablation study

Figure 4: The architecture of the early self-attention (ES)
variant.

In this section, we conduct a brief ablation study to provide in-
sights into the effectiveness of the core elements of our proposed
model for scene classification. Our initial model combines six em-
beddings (three visual and three audio) to predict scene categories.
We explore two primary scenarios to assess the impact of model
configurations and design choices:

(1) Scenario #1 examines different variants of Self-Attention
layer placement, including Late Self-Attention (LS), where
self-attention is applied after concatenating all input embed-
dings (Fig. 2); Early Self-Attention (ES), which applies self-
attention directly to individual visual and audio embeddings
before concatenation (Fig. 4); Per-modality Self-Attention

Figure 5: The architecture of the per-modality self-attention
(MS) variant.

(MS), which applies self-attention to concatenated visual
and audio embeddings (Fig. 5); Combined Self-Attention,
which encompasses various combinations of ES, MS, and LS
approaches; and finally, not using self-attention at all (NS).

(2) Scenario #2 investigates Data Augmentation (DA) techniques
and their impact on scene classification performance through
experiments both with and without augmentation.

(3) Scenario #3 - Single vs. Double FC Layers: we aim to de-
termine whether the additional FC layer contributes signifi-
cantly to the model’s predictive power.

While we present only the ablation study results using the 3-
class variant of the VADD dataset, it’s important to note that the
findings remain applicable to the 10-class variant as well.

Table 4: Comparison of different design options for the pro-
posed classifier

Approach Accuracy (%) on
TAU dataset

Proposed (LS + DA +
+ Double FC) 97.24

Scenario #1:
Self-attention
variants
(all using DA)

ES 91.73

MS 96.98
NS 94.16
ES + LS 93.75
MS + LS 97.02
ES + MS 92.65
ES + MS + LS 94.05

Scenario #2 Proposed without DA 96.98
Scenario #3 Single FC layer 97.18

The outcome of the ablation study is reported in Table 4. Re-
garding the position of a self-attention mechanism in the model,
its placement can significantly influence the model’s ability to cap-
ture relevant information and dependencies within the input data.
Placing self-attention early in the model allows the network to
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attend to fine-grained features at lower levels of abstraction, poten-
tially enhancing feature learning. On the other hand, positioning
self-attention later in the model enables the network to integrate
contextual information and global dependencies, facilitating better
aggregation of information frommultiple input sources. In our case,
positioning the self-attention late in the network works best for
the embedding aggregation scheme (LS > [ES, MS]). Furthermore,
overloading the network with more than one self-attention layer
seems to “short-circuit” the model, leading to significantly reduced
accuracy (LS, ES, MS > [ES+LS, MS+LS, ES+MS, ES+MS+LS]). Data
augmentation schemes benefit training by increasing the diversity
and richness of the training data, thereby improving the model’s
ability to generalize to unseen examples. Employing a data aug-
mentation scheme increases accuracy on the specific task. Finally,
the performance improvement observed when using two fully con-
nected (FC) layers instead of one can be attributed to the increased
capacity and expressiveness of the deeper network architecture.
Our experiments across all scenarios consistently demonstrate that
the chosen model architecture, data augmentation strategies, and
the number of FC layers used, are well-suited for the task at hand.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduce a baseline method that utilizes multi-
modal scene classification techniques for content verification, specif-
ically focusing on identifying inconsistencies between audio and
visual elements in videos. Our approach involves developing and
evaluating a robust joint audio-visual classifier using the existing
TAU dataset, demonstrating its effectiveness in scene classification.
We extend this classifier to the context of content verification, pro-
viding a valuable tool for assessing media integrity. Additionally,
we introduce a benchmark dataset to facilitate further research in
this area. The evaluation of our separate classifiers on the newly
introduced dataset reveals promising results in the 3-class variant,
while also highlighting current limitations in the 10-class variant
of the proposed experimental protocol. In conclusion, our research
aims to advance the detection of audio-visual discrepancies, offer-
ing valuable resources and insights for future studies. We intend to
look into different feature fusion strategies and contrastive learning
approaches as well as incorporating temporal information so that
we capture discrepancies over time, as our next steps.
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